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mark here
www.flagship-spaces.com
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Bristol | Los Angeles

We make
enterprise simple
Welcome to Flagship. A thoughtful collection of flexible
workspaces, designed with the agile modern business in mind.

By focussing on what makes people feel sustained & successful, our
goal is to create environments perfect for ideas and thinking to thrive.
We listen, to understand how to remove the pain points of business.
To know how to lighten the load and build inspiration into every
workspace everyday.
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Manchester Northern Quarter
Located in the vibrant Northern Quarter, Flagship Manchester is ideally situated just
10 minutes from Piccadilly station. Superbly positioned amongst the city’s finest in
food, drink, arts and culture, you will thrive here in the creative heart of the city.
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Space to thrive

24/7 Access*

Flexible Packages

Organise access to your private
Work with our Community
office at your convenience
Manager to tailor your package
to your business needs

Wi-Fi

Printing

Herman Miller furniture

High speed,
secure Wi-Fi line

High quality printing
facilities available

Ergonomically designed furniture
made with your comfort in mind,
to boost productivity

Curated events

Meeting rooms

Refreshments

Shop local

Secure phone booth

Join our tailored monthly
networking and community
events

Book by the hour or half-day,
reduced rates for members

Coffee and
tea at your disposal

Enjoy discounts and benefits
from some great local businesses

Take important calls in a
soundproof sound booth

*Enquire with Community Manager for after hour access
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Function with form
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It’s in the details
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Memberships
Private Office

Flexi Desk

Perfect for growing businesses, a private office
with up to 6 seats. Enjoy your own branded
office, access to meeting rooms and 24hr
access to the Flagship building.

Need a professional space for your next
business venture? Grab a spot at our
communal table or open lounge and get
stuck in for a few hours or days a week.

Offices from £1600 pcm + VAT

Enquire for tailored package

Dedicated Desk

Event Space

Make one of our desks your own and expand
as your business does. Includes lockable
storage, meeting room credits and 24hr access
to Flagship.

Need the perfect venue for your function or
event? Let us help you transform Flagship into
your ideal space. Our Community Manager is
on hand to help you curate the details.

£275 pm per desk + VAT

Enquire for tailored quote
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Let’s stay
safe
If you’re anything like us, you’re probably itching to get back to an
office environment, and we’re hoping to provide that secure space
for you, so you can focus on what really matters.
We will continuously be monitoring government guidelines and
updating our policies to reflect these standards.

If there are extra measures you believe would make you and your
team feel more at ease, please contact us and we will help to the
best of our abilities

Cleaning routine
Our cleaning routine will be increased to include regular sanitising of communal
areas, bathrooms, phone booths and the kitchen. There will be cleaning stations
around the office, allowing you to clean any surfaces you come into contact with.

Clear desk policy
As much as we love you to personalise your space, we ask that you clear your
desk at the end of each day, leaving only your monitor so that we can ensure all
desks are cleaned. The rest of your personal items can be stored in your
lockable storage units.

Reduced seating
We will be allowing only half the venue capacity in at any given time and
ensuring an open desk in between each person.

New walk flow
Arrows on the floor will indicate a strict walking policy to ensure as little contact
with others in the space as possible. The kitchen will only be accessible to one
person at a time.

PPE
As per government guidelines we will not require our staff or visitors to wear
PPE, however if you would like to take this precaution, please feel welcome to
bring your own into your work space.

Sanitiser
Sanitise at the entrance as you arrive in the space.

Thank you
Emma Potter
Manchester Community Manager
ep@flagship-space.com
+44 (0) 759 1383 236
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